
When you meet your 
children in the class, 
you witness the grand hope 
we have as a nation. 

-D. Sudhanva
The future of a na�on depends on its young genera�on, as they possess the poten�al to 
shape its des�ny. Teachers, in their role as guides, have the power to mould their 
students into upcoming leaders who will steer the direc�on of the na�on. Teachers play 
an essen�al role in students' lives by assis�ng in the cul�va�on of their successful 
careers and enterprises. They play a part in nurturing their students' personal 
development, cul�va�ng responsible ci�zens who can ac�vely engage in society and 
represent their country. This underscores teachers' significant contribu�on to the 
na�on-building process as they guide and educate the brightest minds in the na�on. 
Excel Public School celebrated Teachers' Day, on September 5, 2023, in a grand way to 
acknowledge teachers for shaping the lives of their students.
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A na�on's youngsters hold the key to its future. 
Teachers, in their capacity as mentors, can shape their 
students into future leaders who will determine the 
na�on’s course. 
Teachers play an essen�al role in students' lives by assis�ng in the 
cul�va�on of their successful careers and enterprises. They play a part in 
nurturing their students' personal development, cul�va�ng responsible 

Committee Chronicles

Ms. Sanjali Honmode Ms. Archana Chakravarthy

The teachers at Excel Public School are highly dedicated and revered by 
their students for their commitment and devo�on. They are known 
for impar�ng valuable life lessons and preparing students for 
challenges. The teacher-student bond holds great cultural 
importance in India, and these teachers passionately address a wide 
range of issues, including environmental, social, economic, moral, 
and ethical concerns. They believe in the power of educa�on to 
change the world, emphasising though�ul considera�on, global 
ci�zenship, and empathy. They ins�l virtues, sportsmanship, and an entrepreneurial spirit in their 
students, making learning exci�ng. Their goal is to provide a holis�c understanding of life, equipping 
students to navigate complexity. On Teachers' Day, it's crucial to honour these educators who 
believe in each student's uniqueness and work �relessly to nurture it. Students should express 
apprecia�on and wish them well, allowing them to con�nue their noble service to society with 
energy, health, enthusiasm, and wisdom.

The Teachers' Day Commi�ee is excited to recount their remarkable journey in orchestra�ng this 
year's commemora�on. It was characterised by excep�onal teamwork, enthusiasm, flawless 
organisa�on, expert input, �mely task accomplishment, and a great deal of enjoyment. The journey 
began with impressive teamwork, as teachers and students joined forces to create a memorable 
event by combining their ideas and resources. Enthusiasm remained high throughout the planning 
process, transforming ordinary plans into extraordinary celebra�ons. Efficient coordina�on 
ensured a seamless event, with exper�se shining through in hear�elt speeches and engaging 
ac�vi�es. Mee�ng deadlines underscored our dedica�on, allowing us to concentrate on the finer 
details. Amidst the hard work, the celebra�on retained its enjoyable nature for everyone, with 
laughter and hear�elt moments adding to the joy of the occasion. The triumph of the Teachers' Day 
celebra�on was the result of incredible teamwork, passion, and dedica�on, resul�ng in a day 
brimming with apprecia�on and cherished memories. We extend our hear�elt gra�tude to the 
Management, Principal Mr. Mathew K G, and Vice Principal Ms. Gubain Mathew for gran�ng us this 
wonderful opportunity.

Welcome Notes - Col. B N Chetan 
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Special Assembly 

‘Behind every  successful 
 student, there's an 
 amazing  teacher.’

The students expressed deep affec�on by presen�ng their 
teachers with personalised, handmade cards filled with 
sincere love and gra�tude. Under the guidance of the 
school Principal, Mr. Mathew KG, and the Vice Principal, 
Mrs. Gubain Mathew, the Teachers embarked on a 
dignified and honourable procession toward the 
amphitheatre. There, the students welcomed their 
teachers with enthusias�c applause, accompanied by the 
lively melodies of the school band. Following the hois�ng of 
the school flag, a hear�elt floral tribute was paid to Dr. 
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, whose birthday is celebrated as 
Na�onal Teachers' Day in India. The Class 12 students 
organised an entertaining assembly program, brimming 
with fun, as a grand gesture of their immense love, respect, 
and gra�tude towards the teaching community.
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As a part of the Teachers' Day celebra�ons, a noteworthy and collabora�ve ini�a�ve known as ‘Be 
The Change’ was organized at our school. The parent community joined hands with the school to 
par�cipate in this ac�vity, taking on the role of educators who influence, mo�vate, and instruct the 
young minds of the future. This event provided a dis�nc�ve chance for parents to honour the 
achievements of the teaching profession and to envision what it might have been like for them to be 
present on this significant day.

‘Parents are a child's first and most important teacher. Collaboration 
 between parents and teachers is significant for a student’s growth.’

Ms. Shambhavi M R (Parent of Honnu H S, 10E)

Dr. Deepa Sandeep (Parent of Charvi S, 7C)
I am sincerely thankful for the opportunity provided by EPS. I thoroughly enjoyed 
every moment of my �me at EPS. I hope that the children gained valuable 
insights from the session. It would bring me great joy if they embrace the 
changes and become agents of change themselves. I am open to future 
collabora�ons with EPS on topics related to Ayurveda. I was surprised to learn 
that the children have limited knowledge about Ayurveda. I would be 
delighted to educate them about it in the future. Let us work together to 
enhance our students' understanding of Ayurveda.

Dr. Prithvi PR (Parent of Vaishnavi R. Hariharapura, 5D 
and Vishnuvardhan R. Hariharapura, 7C)
On the occasion of Teachers Day this year, I got an opportunity to be a parent 
volunteer. Being a doctor and teaching people and patients about health, I 
was looking forward to a similar experience, but the experience I went 
through teaching these kids was amazing. Their enthusiasm for learning, and 
their inquisitive nature made my teaching experience extraordinary. Moreover, I 
could get a first-hand experience of my kids' school hours and can now relate more to their daily 
routines. I thank Excel Public School for providing this unforgettable experience for parents like me.

I congratulate everyone on the successful comple�on of the "Be the Change" program, with 149 
parents par�cipa�ng as resource persons. Personally, I had a wonderful experience interac�ng with 

the 8th-grade students, apprecia�ng the valuable interac�on. This program allowed me 
to glimpse my child's school environment on an ordinary day, highligh�ng the 

school's commitment to a safe, nurturing, and enthusias�c learning 
atmosphere. I take pride in my child's associa�on with your esteemed 
ins�tu�on. This program effec�vely engaged parents in the school's 
organisa�on, emphasising the essen�al roles of management, teachers, 

students, and parents in a school's func�oning. I eagerly look forward to 
par�cipa�ng in such programs in the future.
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Be The Change 

Parents Speak: Voices Unite



Ms. Poornima (Parent of Saanvi Girish, 6G) 

My �me at the school with both, the children and teachers, was a wonderful experience. It was 
evident that the children viewed the school as a second home. I was quite curious about how the 
children listen to their teachers, how they behave in class, and how they 
communicate, among other things. However, a�er par�cipa�ng in 'Be the 
Change' programme, I was genuinely delighted to see that my son is in the 
right place. This marked my first experience teaching outside my own 
academy, and I take great pride in saying that I had the privilege of 
teaching at Excel Public School. I must credit Ms. Nethra for inspiring me 
to take part in this programme. September 5, 2023, stands out as a joyous 
milestone in my journey as an educator. I am deeply thankful for the 
opportunity to be a part of EPS.

Ms. Niveditha Raviraj (Parent of Charvi Raviraj, 2D) 
I wish to express my gra�tude for the chance provided to par�cipate in the 'Be 

the Change' programme at Excel Public Founda�on School, Hootgalli, and 
teach the children. I am thankful to the principal, teachers, and staff for 
providing a microphone, which was crucial due to a paralyzed vocal cord. I 
taught a 1st-grade class with the assistance of Madhushree Ma'am. I was 
deeply moved by the enthusiasm and a�en�veness shown by the 

students. They even expressed a desire for more classes! As a parent, I 
advocate for a holis�c educa�on approach, highligh�ng that many children 

lack awareness of their own culture and history due to technology and western 
influences. I wish to propose that the school ini�ates programmes to educate students about their 
rich heritage in history, architecture, and spirituality. I also want to express my eagerness for more 
opportuni�es to interact with the students and par�cipate in such ini�a�ves. I express my gra�tude 
once again for the teaching opportunity provided.

Ms. Arpitha Ravindra (Parent of Rishik Vihaan, 1F)

I had a great �me conduc�ng the session at EPS as a part of ‘Be the Change’ 
programme. Students displayed a high level of enthusiasm by asking 
numerous ques�ons. Interes�ngly, although many ini�ally indicated 
disinterest in the topic of computer science, most of them ended up 
enjoying and gaining knowledge about crea�ng a PowerPoint presenta�on. 
I want to express my gra�tude for the wonderful opportunity to be a part of 
the school ac�vity on Teachers' Day.

‘A teacher is a compass that activates the magnets of curiosity, 
knowledge, and wisdom in the pupils.’    
                                                                                               - Ever Garrison 5
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Students’ Gratitude Shines

Ms. Vibha P. Ravindra, 6E

Teachers, you are the guiding lights
For us, you are always generous.
You always have a smile on your face
And that’s why none can take your place.
You want us to succeed
With your selfless deed.
I shall thank you always
For teaching us in the right ways.

Ms. Prakruthi, 6E
You’re my teacher, you have taught me 
To hold a pencil in my hand.
Today I have grown up
By holding a pencil, to a pen.
To me, you stand out among the best
Helping me each day to learn and grow.
You are a great teacher
You have given me education and value.
I am grateful to you for being my teacher
You are always cherished in my memories.
Through you, I am growing up as a well-nurtured child
Thank you, Teacher, for my humble gratitude to you.

‘Gratitude is the key that unlocks the door to a meaningful 
teacher-student relationship.’ 6
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Ms. Gowri Hegde, 6E

Teachers’ Day 
Is a special day.
For teachers
Who care for us always.
 Teachers are there for us
 Even if we fail.
 When we do not do our homework
 And tell a tale.
Teachers are
A big part of our life.
We must be grateful to them
As they help us thrive.

Ms. Swasthi, 6G

Helping us in every step we take,
Teaching us all sorts of things.
A learned world they want to make,
Giving us powerful wings.
 They might scold us, might punish,
 But they want to see us win.
 They want our problems to finish,
 Never want us to commit a sin.
They are our well-wishers,
They might call us creatures.
But they are essential,
They are our Teachers.
 On this special day,
 We want to show our love,
 And also gratitude,
 Then let’s do it now!
 Happy Teachers’ Day.

‘Teachers’ Day’

‘Teachers are 
important in our life.’
Right from kindergarten to university, 
teachers are the ones who impart knowledge 
and teach us about everything important. 
Moreover, they teach us about ethical values 
and imbibe in our moral values. Teachers 
shape our personality into something very 
strong and wonderful. Teachers play the role 
of an educator and caregivers to us. They also 
become our friends and help us become a 
be�er person and an informed one. 
Moreover, they see the poten�al in us as 
students when no one else can. They push us 
to achieve greater heights and become 
successful. Teachers guide us in every step 
that we take. Teachers play 
a very important role in 
shaping our future. So on 
this Teachers’ Day, I would 
like to show my gra�tude 
and love to all my teachers 
who are helping me grow 
and blossom into a good human being.

Ms. Shukti KL, 6F
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Ms. Niharika Lakshmikanth, 6G

There is a light
A special one,
Which is full of might
And is as bright as the sun.
 They are lights
 Even glowing in the dark,
 They rise us up like kites
 And cheer us when we embark.
They take us through a process
Where confidence and hard-work is in use
Then they lead us to success
And also enthuse.
 So, let us thank our guiding light
 Who are our teachers,
 They will always shine bright
 With hope, care, and sincerity features.

‘Our Guiding Light’

Mst. Mihir Belavadi, 6G

I expressed my love towards my teachers on Teachers’ Day. I would like to 
tell you why I expressed my love towards my teachers. They are my 
second Gurus. They are my second parents in school. They teach me 
about what to do and what not to do. They appreciate us if we do 
something good, they scold us if we do something which is not to be 
done. But they love us. They make us feel safe and happy with them. I 
love my teachers.

‘My message to my 
Teachers’

8
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Ms. Saanvi Bojamma, 8C

‘A Letter to Our Dear Teachers’
Dear Teachers,
We sometimes think we would hate you forever. We hate how you made sure we were wearing our 
school uniform correctly and how you told us to stand up straight before answering a question in 
class. We always wonder what clothes and posture have to do with our life or 
subject. Well, the dignity and discipline you instilled in me though what I 
thought was nit-picking about clothing, posture, and grammar helped 
me/us turn into the successful individuals we are today, or at least as 
young teen learners. Sometimes what we can’t stand were your high 
expectations. You wouldn’t accept anything unless it were the best we 
could do and sometimes that was more than we thought we could do. At 
the very least, what you thought was my best was usually more work than 
we wanted to do- not just for our class but anything we did. You fill our young 
minds with knowledge. You care for your students and treat them as an individual. 
Your classes are always an environment where we are eager to express ourselves! You made us feel 
like you cared about what we had to say and valued our strengths and unique abilities instead of just 
focusing on how you could erase our weaknesses. You were excited to hear what we had to say, and 
we always loved it when you said, you learned something new from us or you would tell us that we 
asked a question that made you think. Our parents gave us life and it is you who is teaching us how to 
live it. You introduced honesty, integrity, and passion to our character. Thank you and Happy 
Teachers’ Day.

Mst. Chinmay B M and Ms. Niriksha S, 6D
TEACHER! This single word can change your life. It's a huge, strong and heart-warming world. This 
word is a component of your life. It is a word that you have learned from the second you were born 
and no matter what you are, from where you are, everyone has known this person called ‘Teacher’. 

A teacher is not a word it's an emotion. The emotion where you call a person a 
teacher is when you get a feeling that he or she is giving you 

knowledge, skill, and most importantly, love. 
Teachers help you to find the correct path to 
succeed in your life. It means that they show you 
the most important thing which is identifying 

good and bad. To pay respect and show our 
gratitude, for what all they have done for us, we 

celebrate Teachers' Day. So let us respect our teachers not 
only on this day but every day and every time.

9
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‘Teaching is more than imparting knowledge; 
it is inspiring change. Learning is more than absorbing facts; 

it is acquiring understanding.’ 

— William Arthur Ward



Ms. Impana V - Captain, Sapphire House

‘One child, one teacher, one book, one pen 
can change the world.’

It was a delightful experience to host Teachers’ Day as members of the student council, allowing 
us to express our deep gratitude and affection for our outstanding teachers. 
We organized engaging games like Cricket, Lagori, Ludo, and many more 
that they thoroughly enjoyed. Additionally, the assembly, organized by 
the outgoing batch of 12th graders held a special significance. This day 
gave us the perfect opportunity to express our love and appreciation for 
our teachers in a meaningful way, and the entire student community 
came together to gift them with a cap and a pen as a heartfelt gesture of 
appreciation.                                                                  

Ms. Charvi M, 11 A

‘TEACHING: The only profession 
 where you steal things from 
 home and bring them to work.’

Teachers’ Day was a spectacular day. It was a wonderful experience for me to be 
a part of the teachers’ day programme. I had a great time bonding with my 

teachers. The best experience was playing games with them which 
included both indoor and outdoor activities and taking them back to their 
childhood memories. Dog and the Bone was one of the best games I 
enjoyed being a part. On this day we expressed our heartfelt gratitude to 
our teachers. I went back to my old days in my school where I used to 

make those beautiful greeting cards and it was totally a mesmerizing 
experience with my teachers.

‘The dream begins, most of the time, with a teacher who believes 
in you, who tugs and pushes and leads you onto the next plateau, 

sometimes poking you with a sharp stick called truth.’         

– Dan Rather 10
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– Malala Yousafzai



Reflecting Wisdom

Ms. Juliyanamary - Dept. of English

Indebted Forever! The Teachers' Day celebration was a heart-warming and unforgettable 
experience. Students expressed their love and gratitude, creating a lasting memory in the teacher's 
journey. The day was filled with bright smiles, thoughtful gestures, and recognition of teachers' 
dedication. Upon entering the school premises, there was a sense of excitement and pride as the 
vibrant hallways were beautifully decorated. The student council organized outdoor games and a 
video showcasing teachers' moves, evoking childhood memories and creating meaningful 
assemblies. The gratitude extended to the School's Management, Principal, Vice Principal, and the 
entire EPS Family, who celebrated the day with great enthusiasm and grandeur. It was a special day 
that left a profound impact on the teachers’ career.

Ms. Yamini and I were tasked with planning Teachers' Day cards with sixth-grade students, and we 
enlisted the help of student volunteers from each class. Students' creative card designs and 
message suggestions guided us in selecting the most heartfelt and inclusive ones. These cards, 
lovingly crafted by the students, contained touching messages of gratitude 
for the teachers and were completed on time. The process of creating 
Teachers' Day cards with the students was a memorable event, and when 
the students presented their handmade cards to their teachers on 
Teachers' Day, it filled everyone with joy and love. It was a meaningful and 
enjoyable experience for me as an educator to witness our students 
expressing their gratitude sincerely. This moment will be cherished as a 
unique memory for a long time to come.

‘Teaching is the profession 
 that creates all other professions.’

Ms. Roopa- Dept. of Social Studies

‘Love and Magic’

www.excelpublicschool.com
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The Teachers' Day celebration at EPS is always a significant event, and this year 
was no exception. Preparations began three weeks in advance, with the 

Student Council organizing personalized greeting cards and gifts for every 
teacher. Students from grades 7 to 12 enthusiastically volunteered to 
make cards, ensuring each message was perfect. Class 12 students aimed 
to make the day unique, organising pre-Teachers' Day games based on 

teachers' favourite childhood games. The dress 
code for the games was 'Black and Blue,' and staff 

members wholeheartedly participated. Despite 
limited time, senior students went above and beyond to make the day 
special. On the morning of September 5, 2023, teachers were greeted 
with hugs and applause as they entered the school. A special assembly-
themed 'Apricity' was organized by class 12, highlighting their love and 
admiration for their teachers. Another remarkable event was 'Be The 
Change,' where parents took on the role of teachers, conducting 
educational sessions for students across grades. The day concluded with 
an evening event with the School Management, marked by gratitude and 
appreciation. Teachers' Day celebration at EPS was a well-planned and 
heart-warming event, showcasing the students' love and respect for their 
teachers, as well as involving parents in the educational process.

Ms. Pavithra Somayya, Head Mistress - Classes 11 and 12
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The Teachers’ Day celebration at Foundation School was a heart-warming and meaningful event 
that highlighted the appreciation for teachers. It began with a touching video 
tribute, followed by students showering their teachers with affection and 
heartfelt gestures like handmade cards and gifts. The special assembly 
organized by Class 2 students further expressed gratitude and unity within 
the school community. Notably, parents' active participation in the ‘Be 
the Change" event emphasized the importance of collaborative efforts in 
education. This celebration showcased the strong bonds between 
teachers, students, and parents and recognized the educators' dedication, 
ultimately fostering a positive and supportive educational environment.

The goal of education is the advancement of knowledge and 
the dissemination of truth.    

         - John F. Kennedy                                                                                           

Ms. Divya Shetty- Head Mistress, Excel Foundation School



Mr. Varun MV- Dept. of Commerce

Teachers’ Radiant Moments
The school hosted a special Teachers' Day celebration on a sunny morning, 
uniting students, teachers, and parents. The occasion was marked by 
gratitude and admiration, as students expressed their respect for their 
teachers, who were elegantly dressed and observed with pride. Parents stepped 
into the role of educators, gaining a deeper understanding of the challenges and joys of teaching. 
Classrooms buzzed with laughter and learning, fostering a stronger connection between home and 
school. This exchange underscored the crucial partnership between parents and educators in a 
child's education. The event honoured teachers' dedication and hard work, featuring performances, 
speeches, and tokens of appreciation. It emphasized the profound impact of teachers' efforts on 
students and society. It was a day filled with love, gratitude, and deep appreciation for the tireless 
work of teachers.

Ms. Leelashree M- Dept. of Business Studies
The Teachers' Day celebration was a joyful combination of fun and gratitude. It began with 
enthusiastic students organizing various games, including traditional ones like Ludo, Cricket, and 

Hide and Seek. These games fostered nostalgia and strengthened the personal bond 
between students and teachers. The day featured games, dance, music, and a 

touching assembly where students expressed their gratitude and respect for 
their teachers. It emphasized the crucial role that teachers play in shaping 
their students' future, creating an atmosphere of fun, love, and 
appreciation. In the 'Be the Change' programme over 150 parents 
volunteered their time to mentor and share their knowledge and 

experience with young students, highlighting the commitment of both 
teachers and parents to the student’s  education.

‘A good education can change anyone. 
                                                 A good teacher can change everything.’

www.excelpublicschool.com
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Ms. Jyothi Suresh- Dept. of Physics
The 20th Teachers' Day celebration was a two-day extravaganza filled with indoor and outdoor 
games that brought teachers, students, and even parents together. This unique twist included 
parents in the education process, strengthening the bonds across generations and emphasising 
collaborative learning. Amidst the games and festivities, a delightful spread 
of food added to the joy of the occasion. Students expressed their 
appreciation for teachers through thoughtful cards and personalised gifts, 
making the day even more special. Beyond the fun, the celebration 
showcased a deep sense of unity and gratitude. It was a day not only of 
amusement but also profound respect for dedicated educators who have 
shaped lives of their students. This event highlighted the value of shared 
experiences and lifelong learning within a nurturing school community.

Teachers’ Day is very memorable for its acceptance and for making a day the best for the whole 
teacher community. From the entrance to the reception to the great special 

assembly, where all the students from the lower classes to the grown-ups 
cheering and shouting for their beloved teachers was really an 
overwhelming feeling. Students decorated their classrooms with a blend 
of colours and love and their warm welcome with flowers and tiny chits of 
love added special magic to the day. Smiling faces of the students all 
around with a wish of love dragged every teacher to the infinity. 

Throughout the day I received numerous cards and gifts of love and 
acceptance. 

‘Teaching is more than imparting knowledge; 
it is inspiring change. Learning is more than absorbing facts; 

it is acquiring understanding.’

www.excelpublicschool.com
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Mr. Yadu Krishna- Dept. of English

 —William Arthur Ward



The Elegant Soiree

Setting the Tone by the Vice Principal, 
Ms. Gubain Mathew

The evening formal function was a platform to meet and listen to profound educationists like EPS 
Secretary, Mr. D. Sudhanva, and EPS Correspondent, Mr. HM Prashanth. Their words of wisdom 
were encouraging and motivating. They provided a few concepts for pondering as we consider our 
role as EPS Teachers.

In her heartfelt introductory address, Ms. Gubain Mathew, the Vice Principal of the 
school, highlighted the significant role of teachers in advancing personal and 

societal growth. She underscored that teachers play pivotal roles as 
sources of inspiration, guiding beacons, and sources of motivation, 
shaping not only students but also the broader community. Their 
influence extends beyond the mere imparting of knowledge, 
encompassing the transmission of values and the empowerment 
necessary for creating a compassionate world. Ms. Mathew 

emphasised the importance of teachers engaging in regular self-
reflection to enhance their effectiveness and adaptability. She also 

stressed that their passion and unwavering dedication ignite students' thirst 
for knowledge and exploration, thereby nurturing a culture of excellence.

15
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Keynote Address by the School Secretary, 
Mr. D. Sudhanva: 

The secretary of our school, Mr. D. Sudhanva, delivered a speech that 
substantially covered a wide range of subjects related to past occurrences, 

highlighting the impact they have had on students and adults. He 
encouraged the multi-disciplinary approach that has significant 
impacts on the development of the world order, highlighting the 
importance of incorporating diverse perspectives in education. He 
reiterated the significance for educators in preparing students for the 
future, highlighting the global impact of digital transformation and the 

widespread use of technology. Mr. Sudhanva emphasised the 
importance of teaching students about responsible technology usage and 

advising teachers to utilise AI for effective teaching and learning objectives.



“Three people are there in your life 
from birth to a very long period in letter and spirit: 

Mother, Father, and Teacher.”
16
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Message from the School Correspondent, 
Mr. H M. Prashanth

Our school correspondent, Mr. HM Prashanth, highlighted the 
importance of a work map in fostering Future Citizens. He 
emphasized the need to integrate Things, Data, Ideas, and 
People in the curriculum for an effective teaching-learning 
process.

Fueling Inspiration with His Words,
Principal Mr. Mathew K G

“Our school, with all its achievements, wouldn't stand tall without the foundation laid 
by our dedicated educators who are always involved in redefining the teaching-learning 
processes. Today, I wish to applaud the academic contributions of our 
teachers and recognize their role as our students' second family. The 
classroom is not just a space of teaching but a haven where life's most 
essential lessons are imparted. As we mark this special occasion, let's 
pledge to strengthen the bond between teacher and student, to foster 
a learning environment rooted in trust, respect, and growth. We are 
the architects who design futures, the catalysts who spark curiosity, 
and the healers who recognize and mend the anxieties and fears of our 
students. Thank you, dear teachers, for your unwavering commitment, 
passion, and relentless pursuit of excellence. Your influence indeed goes 
beyond the confines of these walls. Cherish these moments and reciprocate with 
respect, dedication, and gratitude.”

- D. Sudhanva



Memoirs of Teachers

Honouring Teacherhood: Being a Teacher has been an enjoyable journey with a great chance to be 
myself. Knowing that your chosen job will aid the intellectual development of 
the community and future generations is gratifying and empowering. 
Being a teacher has strengthened and humbled me, given me a creative 
outlet, and taught me to be introspective, respect others' opinions, and 
consider my own. To master the art of learning, unlearning, and relearning 
should be a mantra of any Educator. When teachers become pupils in their 
own lives that is as humble as it gets. Every day in EPS is a lesson learned, 
making EPS an Epitome of Gnostic Learning.

Ms. Jyosthna- Teacher, Excel Foundation School
I deeply appreciate and praise the exceptional learning environment fostered by the school 

management, particularly by the Principal, Mr. Mathew KG, whose innovation and 
growth-oriented leadership is lauded as a pivotal mentor, highlighting the 

significance of ongoing teacher development and the Vice Principal, Ms. 
Gubain Mathew, whose inspirational leadership promotes unity and 
personal growth, while Divya Ma'am's insights have shaped my teaching 
approach. I feel blessed to begin my teaching career at EPS, valuing the 

close-knit community and I also would like to express my gratitude to all my 
colleagues for making it a hub of inspiration and excellence.

“Jill Baiden quotes, ‘Teaching is not a job. It’s a lifestyle. It permeates your whole life.’ The process of 
becoming a teacher has brought about significant personal growth and development in various 
domains. Teacher training programmes have added a new dimension to 
teaching, enhancing skills in communication, collaboration, competence, 
and creativity. This journey has provided deep satisfaction to me in my 
chosen career path. I completely resonate with the quote, "If your mind is 
open to learning, you will find a teacher in everyone." Colleagues have 
been a great source of encouragement, knowledge, and assistance to me, 
and meaningful conversations with peers and students are eagerly 
anticipated. I look forward to continued learning, application, creativity, and 
reflection in the future at EPS.”

Ms. Suma- Mathematics Teacher

Ms. Niveditha Belliappa- English Teacher

www.excelpublicschool.com
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‘When we think we know, we cease to learn.’

- Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan



Mr. Vikram- System Administrator
“On Teachers' Day, I finally had the opportunity to speak on stage after eagerly anticipating it for a 
few days. Despite the difference in the environment between Excelsoft and EPS, I realized that both 
campuses shared the same IT infrastructure. This transition allowed me to acquire valuable 
knowledge in system management and execution. The shift from traditional classroom training to 
online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic presented challenges, 
including the need to solve problems swiftly within tight deadlines. 
Throughout this experience, I developed confidence in areas such as 
hybrid training, time management, work prioritization, communication 
skills, soft skills, patience, and teamwork. Furthermore, I had the 
privilege of instructing students in the Cyber Space Programme, which 
involved teaching them about hardware networking, operating system 
installation, and troubleshooting. This was a novel and enjoyable 
experience for me, and I found great satisfaction in it.”

‘The true purpose of education is to ensure 
that children have what they need to be successful in life.’ 

www.excelpublicschool.com
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Innovative Teacher Award: Teaching Innovation

This year, the school introduced a new feature, the ‘Innovative Teacher Award’ to recognize teachers 
who go above and beyond to improve their teaching and to make a difference in their students’ 
learning. 
Nine teachers were recognised for their valuable innovative ideas and efforts in the teaching-
learning process of their students. 

The Awardees

Ms. Maneesha Prakash Ms. Vanishree A

Ms. Bhavya KMs. Kavya P

Ms. Preethi Vishnuvardhan

The Finalists

Ms. Suma MJ Ms. Chandana Meghavat Ms. Adithya J P Ms. Veena R

www.excelpublicschool.com
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‘Teaching is more than imparting knowledge; 
it is inspiring change.’



Teachers’ Day Special Awards

‘A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell 
where his influence stops.’      

- Henry Adams

 Tech-Savvy Teacher Award
Ms. Gouthami L

 Growth Ambassador Award
Ms. Adithya J P

 Green Warrior Award
Ms. Hema A

 All-Rounder Award
Mr. Sanjay S Vasist

 Creativity Geek Award
Ms. Kavya P

 Positive Influencer Award
Ms. Nisha Prashanth

 Mover and Shaker Award
Mr. Hariprasad

 Miles Beyond Excellence Award
Ms. Joseline Priya Lobo

 Master of Time Award
Ms. Yamini Ponnappa

 Reader Leader Award
Ms. Umera Parveen

Teachers' Day Special Awards were presented to teachers in order to recognise their attributes that 
influence, affect, and spread positivity and encouragement to their students. 
Thirteen shining stars of EPS received it in thirteen different categories for sprinkling their magic 
dust to make the school environment positive, lively, and enriching.

www.excelpublicschool.com
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Radiant Teacher Award 
 Ms. Sanjali Honmode 

 Mentor-Mate Award
Ms. Hema Vijayan

 Plan Perfectionist Award
Ms. Bhavani Devi
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